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1. INTRODUCTION
ArcelorMittal South Africa Limited (AMSA) is the largest steel producer on the African continent.
ArcelorMittal operates an integrated production facility north of the town of Vanderbijlpark,
Gauteng (Figure 1). The plant has been operational since 1952 and the products are sold on
both the local and international markets.
AMSA Vanderbijlpark Works (AMVW) embarked on a holistic integrated environmental study
during the period 2000 to 2003 to obtain a better understanding of the environmental risks that
the company faced. The main driver of the company’s environmental improvement initiatives
has been environmental legislation that was supported by environmental management systems
certified in accordance with the ISO14001 standard.
An application for a Record of Decision (RoD) was lodged with the Gauteng Department of
Agriculture, Conservation and Environment (GDACE) currently known as Gauteng Department
of Agriculture and Rural Development (GDARD) to undertake the Coke Oven Clean Gas and
Water Project activities. The application was lodged to fulfil the requirements of the
Environmental Conservation Act (ECA; No 73 of 1989), which was then repealed and replaced
by the National Environmental Management Act (NEMA; No 107 of 1998) (as amended), due to
the proposed activity deemed to have a potential impact on the environment. The aim of the
project was to improve the combustion efficiency of the coke oven gas and also to mitigate air
quality impacts arising from the combustion of un-cleaned coke oven gas.
The GDACE granted ISCOR Vanderbijlpark Steel (like AMSA was named in 2004) authorisation
via a RoD with reference number Gaut 002/02-03/138 on 24 May 2004.
The RoD defined the project scope as follow:
- Proposed Changes to Coke Ovens by-products Plant
- Proposed Changes to the Gas Cleaning Line
- Cleaning of Excess Process Water
The RoD authorised the activities under the following headings:
- Modification of Gas Line 1
- Primary Coolers - Gas Lines 3 & 4, and Gas Lines 6-9
- Chilled Water Station/ Cooling Water Supply Facilities
- Installation of a New Pre-Decanter/ Modification of Tar Decanters
- Installation of a Gravel Filter Unit
- Upgrading of the Existing Ammonia Stills
- Installation of the New Stripper/ De-acidifier System
- Scrubbing Facilities -Gas Lines 3 & 4
- Scrubbing Facilities - Gas Lines 6-9
- Elementary Sulphur Plant combined with NH 3 Cracking
- Control System
There are Specific- and General Conditions in the RoD including Reporting Requirements.
Esicongweni Environmental Services (EES) was appointed by AMSA to undertake an external
audit of conditions relating to this RoD.
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Figure 1: Site Locality

2. AUDIT OBJECTIVES
The external compliance audit was structured to assess the performance and current status of
the RoD and consisted of the follows:







Review of the RoD conditions to identify information required from ArcelorMittal in order
to provide a comprehensive evaluation;
Appraisal of information gathered to determine the status of ArcelorMittal’s compliance
to respective licence condition(s);
Site reconnaissance and interviews in order to further assess possible issues highlighted
during the desktop review;
Review of RoD conditions against current operations including itemized conditions and
compliance status;
Interpret available data and test results; and,
Make recommendations regarding non-compliance.
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3. AUDIT METHODOLOGY
The RoD was audited on 03 September 2020. The RoD was audited by Martin Bezuidenhout of
Esicongweni Environmental Services and Mr Terrence Wilson of ArcelorMittal South Africa was
in attendance to supply information. The photos in this report were taken during the audit.
The external audit was conducted according to the following framework:
 General meeting and discussion with Mr Terrence Wilson and Mr Johan Hattingh to
discuss general conditions specific to the RoD.
 Desk study whereby the required documentation was audited.
 Detailed inspections of the facilities mentioned in the RoD.
 Administrative meeting to collate relevant documentation for discussion and review.
 Compilation and submission of the audit report which includes findings of the audit.
The RoD conditions were tabled and the conditions were ranked either Compliant (C) or Noncompliant (NC).

4. AUTHORISED ACTIVITIES
RoD reference number Gaut 002/02-03/138 (Addendum A of this report) authorizes
ArcelorMittal South Africa, Vanderbijlpark Works to undertake the following activities in terms of
R.1182 and R.1183 (as amended) promulgated under Sections 21, 22, 26 and 28 of the
Environmental Conservation Act (ECA; No 73 of 1989) hereafter referred to as "the Act":
- Modification of Gas Line 1
- Primary Coolers - Gas Lines 3 & 4, and Gas Lines 6-9
- Chilled Water Station/ Coo/Ing Water Supply Facilities
- Installation of a New Pre-Decanter/ Modification of Tar Decanters
- Installation of a Gravel Filter Unit
- Upgrading of the Existing Ammonia Stills
- Installation of the New Stripper/ De-acidifier System
- Scrubbing Facilities -Gas Lines 3 & 4
- Scrubbing Facilities - Gas Lines 6-9
- Elementary Sulphur Plant combined with NHl Cracking
- Control System
The RoD is dated 24/05/2004 and the cover letter to the RoD was signed on 21/03/2004. There
were four (4) amendments to the RoD before the time of the audit since the RoD was issued
dated:
- 21 April 2009: Addendum B of this report
- 25 November 2009 with amendment application number GAUT 006/09 – 10/N0049:
Addendum C of this report
- 02 June 2010 with amendment application number GAUT 006/09 – 10/N0049:
Addendum D of this report
- 30 September 2019 with amendment application number GAUT 006/19 – 20/E0047:
Addendum E of this report
A letter dated 14 September 2004 should be read with the first amendment dated 21 April 2009.
Including the letter and the RoD itself there are 6 legal documents that form the core of this
audit.
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5. APPRAISAL OF RoD CONDITIONS
The RoD consists of 74 conditions. Each condition is tabulated in this report alongside a brief
commentary in respect of compliance.

RoD Summary
RoD Number
Date of RoD issue
Date of expiry
Date of next review
Number of amendments
RoD location

Gaut 002/02-03/138
24/05/2004
No expiry
No review date
4
Delfos Boulevard, Vanderbijlpark, on the remaining extent of
portion 1 of the farm Vanderbijlpark 550 IQ.
The site falls within the jurisdiction of the Emfuleni Local
Municipality

The RoD was issued subject to general and specific conditions presented within the RoD.
Refer to Table 1 for a detail evaluation of the RoD conditions.
Since there are 4 amendments to the original RoD the amendments are indicated as follow:
- If a condition be amended via the 21 April 2009 amendment, a legend of Amend April
’04 is indicated in the Condition Number.
- If a condition be amended via the 25 November 2009 amendment, a legend of Amend
Nov’09 is indicated in the Condition Number.
- If a condition be amended via the 02 June 2010 amendment, a legend of Amend Jun’10
is indicated in the Condition Number.
- If a condition be amended via the 30 September 2019 amendment, a legend of Amend
Sep’19 is indicated in the Condition Number.
If condition was changed via one of the amendments the amended text is reflected in Table 1.
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Aerial view of ArcelorMittal South Africa, Vanderbijlpark works
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Table 1: RoD Conditions
Condition
Number
3.1.1

Permit Condition

3.1.1 (a)
3.1.1.(a)1

Proposed Changes to Coke Ovens By-products Plant
Upgrade and reuse of existing Gas Cleaning Plants, combining
gas lines and the upgrading of the coke oven gas collecting
mains.

3.1.1 (b)
3.1.1 (b) 1

Proposed Changes to the Gas Cleaning Line
The 3 basic mechanism of cleaning COG condensation by
cooling, separation by gravity and absorption of components onto
absorption media will remain the same.
Improving naphthalene removal and scrubbing conditions by
reducing gas temperature.
Conversion and installation of equipment to function as final
coolers and provide chilled water.
Improving NH3 removal /absorption by upgrading existing
scrubbers, converting benzol scrubbers to NH3 scrubbers and
converting circulation to closed loop systems.
Installing two new distillation columns treatment of ammonia
scrubbing water and one as de-acidifier to generate the required
scrubbing media for H2S removal and treatment of NH3, H2S,
HCN and CO2 vapour in ammonia and H2S plant.
Discontinuing ammonium sulphate manufacture and installation
of a new plant to convert H2S to elementary sulphur.

3.1.1 (b) 2
3.1.1 (b) 3
3.1.1 (b) 4

3.1.1 (b) 5

3.1.1 (b) 6

3.1.1 (c)
3.1.1 (c) 1

3.1.1 (c) 2

Compliance
Status

PROJECT SCOPE

Cleaning of Excess Process Water
The basic mechanisms of cleaning coke oven process water are
separation by gravity, mechanical sludge removal, filtration and
distillation. Ammonia, H2S and HCN removed from water will be
creaked to H2, N2 and CO2and elementary sulphur formed.
Improving the handling of various condensate streams by
handling of high and low tar containing streams.

Esicongweni Environmental Services

Recommendation / Comment
Ammonia Cracker, Claus Reactor and Stripping Plant were
constructed as per scope of the project but were not in
operation during the time of the audit.

C

C

C
C
C

C

Refer to 3.1.1

C

Refer to 3.1.1

C

Refer to 3.1.1
.

C
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3.1.1 (c) 3

3.1.1 (c) 4
3.1.1 (c) 5

3.1.1 (c) 6

3.1.2
3.1.2 (a)
3.1.2 (a) 1
3.1.2 (a) 2
3.1.2 (a) 3
3.1.2 (b)
3.1.2 (b) 1

3.1.2 (b) 2

3.1.2 (c)
3.1.2 (c) 1
3.1.2 (c) 2

Improving the operation of tar decanting systems, mainly through
continuous discharge of crude tar together with constant water
content.
Improving the efficiency of operation of the gravel filters and
replacing filters with a single unit if equal capacity.
Improving H2S and NH3 scrubbing efficiency, mainly through
supporting desulphurization with a quantity of de-acidified water,
reducing ammonia content by means of stripped water,
maintaining optimum scrubbing temperature and integrating the
two scrubbing systems.
Improving in H2S and NH3 stripping efficiency by modifying
existing equipment to handle flows from all gas cleaning plants
by the coal water stripper for free and fixed ammonia , free
ammonia stripper (NH3 scrubbing liquor) and de-acidifier (deacidified water for H2S removal). Equipment will be designed to
treat all excess coal water and scrubbing liquor streams.
CONSTRUCTION/ UPGRADE/ DECOMMISIONING
ACTIVITIES
Modification of Gas Line 1
Connection of excess coal water to primary cooler.
Modification of the tar discharge and recollection system.
Separating scrubbing liquor from coal water stream.
Primary Coolers - Gas Lines 3&4, and Gas Lines 6-9
Gas Lines 3&4: Installation of a new primary cooler, and new
chilled water station including cooling tower upgrade,
Improvements to the tar separation area (removal of the existing
gas tar tank from line 4), and modifications to two existing
primary coolers, and decommissioning of primary coolers for gas
line 3.
Gas Lines 6-9: installation of 2 new primary coolers, followed by
the modification of 3 existing coolers, and Improvements to the
condensation plant.
Chilled Water Station/ Cooling Water Supply Facilities
Installation of a new chilled water station and chilled water plant.
Removal of old wash-oil tanks.

Esicongweni Environmental Services
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C
C

C

C
C
C

C

C

C
C
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3.1.2 (d)
3.1.2 (d) 1
3.1.2 (d) 2

Installation of a New Pre-Decanter/ Modification of Tar Decanters
Upgrading tar separation facilities (lines 8&9), and removal of
existing tar collecting tank.
Installation of a new pre-decanter, followed by the modification of
tar decanters.

3.1.2 (e)
3.1.2 (e) 1

Installation of a Gravel Filter Unit
Re-use of two tanks as coal water tanks, and Installation of a
new gravel filter.

3.1.2 (f)
3.1.2 (f) 1
Amend
April’09

Upgrading of the Existing Ammonia Stills.
Integrating 3 of the 4 distillation columns and modifying the
existing acid storage tank into a caustic soda tank, including
unloading and feeder pumps.

3.1.2 (g)
3.1.2 (g) 1

Installation of the New Stripper/ De-acidifier System
Installation of new distillation columns with corrosion resistant
materials, and pipes and heat exchangers to tie in the new
stripping columns.
Integration of existing tanks, and installation of one new tank for
de-acidified water.
Scrubbing Facilities -Gas Lines 3 & 4
Modification of 2 existing ammonia scrubbers, and installation of
a new H2S scrubber, including a final cooling stage.
Conversion of existing naphthalene scrubber to a final cooler
together with installation of new heat exchangers.
Scrubbing Facilities - Gas Lines 6-9
Demolition of the existing and Installation of a new H2S scrubber
and upgrading one existing ammonia scrubber.
Installation of heat exchangers and a new gas line.

3.1.2 (g) 2
3.1.2 (h)
3.1.2 (h) 1
3.1.2 (h) 2
3.1.2 (i)
3.1.2 (i) 1
3.1.2 (i) 2
3.1.2 (j)
3.1.2 (j) 1
3.1.2 (k)
3.1.2 (k) 1

Elementary Sulphur Plant combined with NH3 Cracking.
Installation of a combined plant for the production of elementary
sulphur and cracking of nitrogen components.
Control System.
The installation of a new system to control scrubbing and
conversion units.

Esicongweni Environmental Services
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C

C

C

Amendment dated 21 April 2009 approves the dosing with
caustic soda ash to remove fix ammonia from the water.

C

C

C
C

C
C

C

C
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3.1.2 (l)
Amend
Sept’19
3.1.2 (l) 1
Amend
Sept’19
3.1.2 (l) 2
Amend
Sept’19

Restoration of Gas and Water Cleaning Facilities

3.2
3.2 (a)

SPECIFIC CONDITIONS
An updated project schedule with time-frames must be submitted
to the Department 30 (thirty) calendar days prior to the
·commencement of construction activities. The schedule must
clearly indicate the different phases of construction and
commissioning and decommissioning (i.e. expected dates of
commissioning of specific completed parts of the COG and water
treatment systems).
The Department must be ·informed of both the start of
construction and the start of commissioning at least 30 (thirty)
calendar days prior to the commencement thereof.
A detailed Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the
implementation of the project must be submitted to the
Department for approval 30 (thirty) calendar days prior to the
commencement of construction activities. The EMP must
specifically include, inter-alia:
An auditable plan for monitoring all facets of the COG and water
cleaning project implementation and operation, including
decommissioning of all underground sumps, piping (underground
and overhead), obsolete machinery, plants e.g. the benzol plant,
ammonium sulphate plant, tar operators etc., as well as taking of
soil samples to indicate the levels of remediation "required, and
any remedial measures to be implemented.
A proposed surface and ground water monitoring regime, which
will be in line with the DWAF Water license. The graphically
represented results of this monitoring are to be included in a biannual audit, which must be submitted to this Department for

3.2 (b)

3.2 (c)

3.2 (c) 1

3.2 (c) 2

Re-use existing, functional gas and water treatment components,
including: primary gas coolers, tar separators, electrostatic tar
precipitators and exhausters.
Installation of new final coolers/naphthalene scrubbers,
ammonia/H2S scrubbers, distillation facilities, elementary sulphur
facilities, by-pass flare, wash oil regeneration facilities and
additional gravel filter.

Esicongweni Environmental Services

Addition of additional condition 3.1.2 (l) via Amendment
dated 30 September 2019.
C

C

C

A MSProject schedule was presented during the audit that
was submitted to the department.
The schedule was send on 26/11/2004
Construction started 10/01/2005
Plant was commissioned in 2010

C

A letter was send to the department and acknowledgement
from the department was received on 23/07/2010.
An EMP for the construction was send on 26/11/2004. No
reply was received from the department.
An EMP for the operation was send and a confirmation was
received via e-mail from the department on 23/3/2012.

C

The detailed EMP is auditable with action steps and time
lines. The EMP can be expanded to observe the action
steps referred to in this condition.

C

AMVW has an extensive monitoring plan that is part of the
WUL Licence number 20035016 (File No:
16/2/7/C222/B11).
The monitoring plan includes surface and ground water
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review to determine if the remedial measures have been
successful or if further remediation is required.

monitoring.
An external audit report on the WUL was observed that was
completed in November 2019.

3.2 (c) 3

Proposed methods of reducing spillages at the quench towers.

C

3.2 (c) 4

The EMP must include an air quality monitoring program based
on the requirements of Condition 3.2(g).

C

3.2 (c) 5

A diagram indicating all unpaved surface areas, including bunds
and storm-water channels, and any areas identified for
stormwater and surface water management. Plans must be
developed to ensure that all surface areas are protected from
spillage and erosion, and that dust in the area of the coke ovens,
reduced.
A proposal to address significant pollution from cooling tower
sumps.
Handling procedures of sulphur and other byproducts produced.

C

3.2 (c) 8

A waste management plan pertaining to any waste from the
treatment process not re-used or sold as by-products, including
expected volumes and classification, the disposal thereof, and
waste manifest system.

C

3.2 (d)

A copy of the detailed HAZOP study to be conducted during the
detail design phase of the project must be submitted to the
Department 30 (thirty) calendar days before commissioning
commences. The HAZOP must specifically include risks related
to commissioning or decommissioning of any equipment, failure
of treatment systems due to inefficient operation etc.,
emergencies and shutdowns, incidents such as spills, and
potential discharges to the environment (air, water and rand), and
must propose operational and emergency procedures
accordingly.

C

3.2 (c) 6
3.2 (c) 7

Esicongweni Environmental Services

C
C

Refer to condition 3.4 (b) (vi)
This audit report also includes graphical results of surface
and ground water monitoring.
Spillage reduction methods are included in the Construction
and Operation EMPs.
An Air Quality Monitoring Program (AQMP) was compiled
by an external consultant in January 2011. Monitoring
requirements are included in the AQMP.
A diagram is included in the Operation EMP.

Preventative measures were observed in the EMP that
includes bund walls and sumps.
A sulphur loading procedure (CMM-WP-60000) is in place
as well as an MSDS.
Included in the Operation EMP.
Tar Sludge was observed in the EMP that is not sold or reused.

A HAZOP study was submitted to GDARD on 16/09/2002
and again in the letter dated 26/11/2004 prior construction
activities on 10/01/2005. The study highlights the risks of
the project as well as the mitigation measures of the risks
identified.
An updated HAZOP study was send again in September
2019 to include the new CO Gas Plant upgrade.
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3.2 (e)
Amend
Nov’09

3.2 (f)

An auditable Preventative Maintenance Plan must be developed
to ensure that all water systems and environmentally critical
equipment such as exhausters, ESP's, scrubbers and strippers
are maintained as required. This plan must be auditable and
must conform to the original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
specifications. The management of IVS are to commit to the
budget to undertake the required preventative maintenance. A
discussion on the implementation of and compliance with the
maintenance plan must be included in the bi-annual audit reports.

C

Final design plans for new and upgraded containment areas
(sumps, tar decanters etc.), buffer tanks and chemical storage
tanks, as well as proof of the Department of Water Affairs and
Forestry's (DWAF) approval thereof as applicable, must be
provided 30 (thirty) calendar days prior to the commencement of
construction thereof. The above design plans must include
information on specific pollution prevention measures (e.g.
bunding & liners), compliance with relevant SABS standards
(specifically tanks), the sourcing of particular materials as
required (e.g. clay for liners), timeframes for construction, and
exact location on site.

C

Condition amended in Amendment dated 25 November
2009 to exclude the external verification but to include the
OEM specifications.
A Maintenance Plan that is operated on a SAP system
produce job cards indicating that a certain equipment of the
Plant is due for maintenance at prescribed frequencies.
An example of a job card was observed at the Exhauster
House with reference identification number A-GP171A.
Numerous other job cards were presented during the audit.
Design plans were observed during the audit.
Design plans were submitted in the 2004 documentation
but no approval from the department was presented.
On 10/01/2011 the plans were re-submitted but no
response was received from the department.
Minutes of a meeting between AMVW, the department and
the municipality dated 21/02/2008 was presented during the
audit. On the minutes the issue about the design plans was
raised again by AMVW.
It is recommended that AMVW keep follow up this point
with the department on every opportunity that becomes
available.
The plan is to resubmit again by early 2021 to include the
new containment areas falling in the scope of work.

3.2 (g)

The following air quality management, monitoring and reporting
regime must be implemented and reported on in the bi-annual
environmental performance audits as applicable. Note that
emission sampling (as applicable) is not required for each of the
seven coke oven stacks but may be conducted on a single stack
representative of the whole plant (a short motivation for using a
particular stack in terms of physical and gas flow characteristics,
similarity to other stacks, differences between stacks etc. must
however be provided). Note that conditions relevant to the coke
ovens themselves are applicable to all the coke oven batteries on
site (i.e. no. 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9):

Esicongweni Environmental Services

Refer to 3.1.1
Due to non-operation of critical gas cleaning equipment the
H2S standard prescribed for the cleaned coke oven gas is
not achievable. The operation of the plant was stopped due
to the equipment failure from corrosion.
Plans are underway to re-commission the plant as soon as
possible then the monitoring will continue to determine the
compliance of gas levels being flared.
It was observed during the audit that construction already
started.
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3.2 (g) 1

3.2 (g) 2

The concentrations of the various constituents of the cleaned
Coke Oven Gas must be monitored before and after combustion
in the coke ovens. The results are to be graphically represented
and included in the bi-annual audit report. The H2S content of the
gas must be between 0.8 and 1.5 g/Nm3.

The emissions from the stacks of the coke ovens must be
analysed for dioxin and furan emissions within 6 months of
decommissioning of the Benzole plant. The results of this
monitoring must be reported in the bi-annual audit.

NC

C

3.2 (g) 3

A plan for door maintenance/replacement of all the coke batteries
and progress in achieving reduced fugitive emissions has to be
developed. The plan must be supported by the results of
personal monitors, and actual measurements at representative
areas of the coke ovens.

C

3.2 (g) 4

The assumptions regarding improved air quality made with
respect to this project must be confirmed by actual ambient air
quality monitoring. The improvements achieved must be
discussed in the biannual environmental performance audit
reports. Attention must be paid to the recommendation contained
in the air quality report to install additional PM10 and gaseous
samplers within the zone of impact directly south of the IVS site.

NC

3.2 (g) 5

3.2 (g) 5.1

The following monitoring must be undertaken within 6 months of
the commissioning of the various treatment plants. Results must
be included in the first bi-annual environmental audit report,
together with a plan for remediation should these emissions be
significant.
Monitoring for ammonia and hydrogen sulphide fumes from the
tar decanters and liquid sumps and storage tanks.

Esicongweni Environmental Services

The latest monitoring results indicates that H2S content of
the gas is exceeding the level of 1.5 g/Nm3. The reading in
2020 was between3.5 and 6 g/Nm3. Refer to Addendum J.
The exceedance is due to the sulphur plant that is currently
not in operation and resulting in partially clean gas being
flared.
The emissions was analysed and a report dated 16/01/2006
was compiled by Levego. The results in the report indicated
that the dioxin and furan levels are “well below typical
limits”.
Acknowledgement from the department on the report was
received on 03/02/2006.
Inspection and maintenance of the coke batteries doors is
undertaken. The EPA method 303 is used that is a visual
inspection.
During the physical plant inspection more than 10 doors
was observed that was burning and even more was leaking
gas. It was observed that clay is placed to assist with the
sealing of battery doors to minimize the emissions.
It must be mentioned that this condition require progress to
be achieved.
Ambient air quality is measured at four stations strategically
placed throughout the plant. Due to server communication
faults, the data availability for these stations is limited.
AMSA is in a process to rectify the situation.
Since the last audit faulty equipment were observed that
was repaired and installed. The plan is to rectify the issue
before the next external audit.
The report was submitted to GDARD on 29 July
2010 and acknowledged on 19 November 2010 by the
Department.

C

Refer to 3.2 (g) 5
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3.2 (g) 5.2

Monitoring for benzene must be undertaken at the flushing liquor
storage tanks.
Sampling frequency and parameters for sampling of the cooling
tower water is to be determined. Based on the understanding
obtained from this sampling, emissions in the steam must be
anticipated and sampling of steam must be undertaken to
determine the impact on the environment of the present cooling
process, determine if mitigation measures are required, and to
develop reduction plans accordingly.

C

Refer to 3.2 (g) 5

C

Refer to 3.2 (g) 5

3.2 (g) 6

The composition of the approximately 15% of treated COG that
would be flared, as well as the gas flare temperature, must be
determined and reported on in the first bi annual environmental
audit. A discussion on the effective treatment of gas through
flaring, and a plan to reduce the need for flaring the remaining
15% of COG must also be provided in the first audit.

C

Included in the energy strategy. It was communicated that a
large capital investment will be required to utilize the gas in
power generation.
This is also captured in the Air Quality monitoring plan.

3.2 (g) 7

Based on the assumptions made in the air quality report, and the
results of actual isokinetic sampling and personal monitoring, a
plan must be developed with proposals on future emission
sampling, including the frequency thereof and the constituents to
be sampled for. This work must be undertaken by an external
expert and a report with recommendations must be submitted
with the first bi-annual audit. In order to ensure early detection of
Issues to be addressed and ensure the efficiency of treatment
equipment, relevant air quality monitoring of COG must be
undertaken after each step of commissioning a specific treatment
technology.

C

An Air Quality monitoring plan was compiled by an external
expert (Airshed).

3.2 (g) 8

Based on emission results further emission reduction programs
may have to be developed. These plans must consider
international standards and best practice, such as the US EPA's
Final rule to reduce toxic emissions from coke ovens (February
2003), and NESHAP for Coke Ovens: Pushing, Quenching and
Battery Stacks - Background information for proposed standards
(February 2001).

C

This is captured in the Air Quality monitoring plan.
AMSA have expressed their concern wrt the H2S limits.
Alternative H2S standards for Coke production was
requested by AMSA. AMSA is in the process of
implementing further emission reduction in the form of the
upgraded, BAT gas plant at a cost of approximately R1bn.

3.2 (h)
Amend

The flaring of un-cleaned gas at the relevant flares is only
permissible during planned or unplanned shutdowns of facilities

NC

3.2 (g) 5.3
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Refer to Addendum J
Refer to 3.1.1
Refer to letter to GDARD dated 15 March 2012 whereby the
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Nov’09
Amend
Jun’10
Amend
Sept’19

where mandatory inspections are required or under upset
conditions, respectively. The annualized rate of flaring of uncleaned gas must not exceed 4%. Should the allowable
downtime be expected, the authority must be notified of such with
a description of the root cause and proposed rectification
measures.

department was notified about operational challenges.
It was reported that AMSA is attempting to expedite the
recommissioning of the Sulphur Plant.
Concerns were expressed during the audit that the target
date may not be met due to the unexpected delay because
of Covid-19 lockdown.
During the physical inspection it was evident that
construction already started.
The basic design is done and the detail design is underway
(AMSA already appointed a consultant).

3.2 (i)

Detailed and up to date records must be kept of all Incidents and
complaints pertaining to the COG and water cleaning project,
how these were managed, and the recurrence thereof prevented.
These records must be made available to the Department within
14 (fourteen) calendar days upon written request by the
Department.

C

Besides to the point discussed in 3.1.1 no incidences and
complaints have been reported.
AMSA use the Pivot electronic system to capture all
incidents.

3.2 (j)

This Department and the Department of Water Affairs and
Forestry must be informed of any major environmental and
pollution incidents relating to the COG and water cleaning project
within 24 (twenty four) hours of such incidents occurring.

C

Refer to 3.2 (i)

3.2 (k)

The use of the existing Maturation Dams for the storage or
disposal of any effluent/sludge/waste is prohibited as from 6
months after commissioning of the completed coke oven byproducts plant. An application for authorisation and draft plan for
decommissioning and rehabilitation of the existing Maturation
Dams must be submitted to the Department within 120 (one
hundred and twenty) calendar days of commissioning of the COG
and water cleaning project.

C

The Maturation Dams was not in operation since 2008.
Waste Management License for rehabilitation is in place.
Effluent is directed to the treatment plant.

3.2 (l)

Planning with respect to addressing existing groundwater
contamination identified in the Coke Plant area must continue.
Confirmation of or plans for the abstraction and/or treatment of
contaminated groundwater or specific pollutants, including the

C

A site wide contaminated land assessment was undertaken
i.t.o Part 8 of the Waste Act, including a holistic evaluation
of the groundwater. A remediation plan was developed for
the entire site. The groundwater at the Coke Plant was not
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feasibility of abstracting contaminated groundwater from the
aquifer underlying the site as a source of water supply to the
process, needs to be considered. Progress with respect to this
matter must be reported on in the quarterly progress reports and
bi-annual environmental performance audits thereafter.

identified as a priority after the risk assessment.
AMSA have an extensive groundwater monitoring network
that forms part of the Water Use License 20035016 (File
No: 16/2/7/C222/B11).

3.2 (m)

The recommendations contained in the specialist studies
submitted in support of the application for authorisation of the
COG and water cleaning project are regarded 'as an extension of
the conditions of this authorisation. Implementation of or
compliance with these recommendations must be discussed as
part of the quarterly progress reports and bi-annual
environmental performance audits thereafter.

C

These recommendations include points like construction of
monitoring borehole material and are discussed on the
quarterly report.

3.2 (n)

An independent Environmental Control Officer (ECO) with an
understanding of the coke oven operational and treatment
processes must be appointment for the duration of construction
and commissioning, to monitor and report on compliance with the
conditions of this authorisation.

C

An appointment letter was observed for Mr Terrence Wilson
as the ECO.
Mr Wilson is an employee of AMSA working at the
Environmental Department. Mr Wilson does have a clear
understanding of the coke oven operational and treatment
processes.

3.3
3.3 (a)

GENERAL CONDITIONS
Any changes to, or deviations from, the project description set
out in this letter must be approved, in writing, by the Department
before such changes or deviations may be affected. In assessing
whether to grant such approval or not, the Department may
request such information as It deems necessary to evaluate the
significance and impacts or such changes or deviations.

C

Four amendments was issued since the RoD was issued
dated:
- April 2009: Addendum B of this report
- November 2009: Addendum C of this report
- June 2010: Addendum D of this report
- September 2019: Addendum E of this report

3.3 (b)

This Department may review the conditions contained in this
letter from time to time and may, by notice in writing to the
applicant, amend, add or remove a condition.

C

Refer to 3.3 (a)

3.3 (c)

The applicant must notify the Department, in writing, at least 30
(thirty) days prior to the change of ownership, project developer
or the alienation of any similar rights for the activity described in

C

AMSA is aware of this condition.
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During the time of the audit AMSA had no intention to
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this letter. The applicant must furnish a copy of this document to
the new owner, developer or person to whom the rights accrue
and inform the new owner, developer or person to whom the
rights accrue that the conditions contained herein are binding on
them.

alienate any of the activities described in the RoD.

3.3 (d)
Ammend
Sept’19

Where any of the applicant's contact details change, including
the name of the responsible holder of the authorisation, the
physical or postal address and/ or telephonic details, the
applicant must follow an amendment process as prescribed in
chapter 5 of the NEMA Environmental Impact Assessment
Regulations, 2014, by submitting an amendment application to
the Department for consideration and decision making as soon
as the new details become known to the applicant.

C

AMSA is aware of this condition.
A letter dated 30 August 2012 was submitted to GDARD
notifying the Department that Johan Hattingh is the new
contact person from ArcelorMittal.

3.3 (e)

Authorisation for the activity is granted in terms of the
Environment Conservation Act, 1989 (Act 73 of 1989) only and
does not exempt the holder from compliance with other relevant
legislation.

C

AMSA is aware of this condition.

3.3 (f)

The applicant shall be responsible for ensuring compliance with
the conditions contained in this letter by any person acting on his
behalf, including but not limited to, an agent, servant, or
employee or any person rendering a service to the applicant in
respect the activity, including but not limited to, contractors and
consultants.
Departmental officials shall be given access to the property
referred to in 1 above for the purpose of assessing and/ or
monitoring compliance with the conditions contained in this
document at all reasonable times.

C

AMSA is aware of this condition.
Refer to condition 3.2 (n)

C

Departmental officials are allowed access to the site after
procedure for safety reasons is adhered to.

The holder of the authorisation must notify the Department, in
writing within 7 days if a condition of this authorisation is not
adhered to. The notification in terms of this condition must be
accompanied by reasons for non-compliance.

C

Refer to 3.2 (h) letter to GDARD dated 15 March 2012
whereby the department was notified about operational
challenges of the Sulphur Plant.

3.3 (g)

3.3 (h)
Amend
Sept’19

Refer to 4.1: It is very important to report any noncompliance to the department to avoid possible
prosecution.

Esicongweni Environmental Services
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3.3 (i)
Amend
Sept’19

A copy of this Addendum together with a copy of the initial
Environmental Authorisation and all related Amended
Environmental Authorizations must be kept at the property where
the activities will be undertaken. The authorizations must be
produced to any authorised official of the Department who
requests to see them and must be made available for inspection
by any employee or agent of the holder of the authorisation who
works or undertakes work at the property. If it is not possible to
keep a copy of this authorisation on site, then it must be kept at
the office of the site manager.

3.4
3.4 (a)

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
A summarised quarterly progress report on the implementation of
the COG and water cleaning project must be submitted to the
Department, the first report being due 90 (ninety) calendar days
after construction commences, and every 90 (ninety) calendar
days thereafter. These progress reports must address, Inter alia,
the following.

C

A copy of all related documentation is kept at the property
at the environmental department.

C

A letter dated 8 February 2010 from the department stated
that the quarterly report must only be submitted on request
from the department. AMSA still compile the quarterly
reports.
The reports headings is the same as condition 3.4 (a) 1 to
3.4 (a) 8

3.4 (a) 1

Up to date scheduling of implementation and associated time
frames.

Included in the summarised quarterly progress report

3.4 (a) 2

Records of any major incidents.

Included in the summarised quarterly progress report

3.4 (a) 3

Decommissioning of infrastructure.

Included in the summarised quarterly progress report

3.4 (a) 4

Rehabilitation and disposal of contaminated waste material (soil,
decommissioned equipment etc.), including the quantity and
classification (general/hazardous) thereof.

Included in the summarised quarterly progress report

3.4 (a) 5

Commissioning of any treatment Infrastructure.

Included in the summarised quarterly progress report

3.4 (a) 6

Results on the monitoring of the efficiency of commissioned
treatment infrastructure.

Included in the summarised quarterly progress report
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3.4 (a) 7
3.4 (a) 8
3.4 (b)

3.4 (b) 1

Monitoring of activities in terms of the environmental
management plan.
Any steps taken to rectify areas of noncompliance with
environmental requirements.
A bi-annual Environmental Performance Audit conducted by an
independent, accredited auditor must be submitted to the
Department for review, the first audit being due 6 (six) months
after commissioning of the COG and water cleaning project, and
every 6 (six) months thereafter. The bi-annual audit must Include,
inter alia, the following results in graph format as applicable):
Volume of water treated, volume reused, volume discharged, and
reduction in volume of fresh water intake achieved, i.e. updated
water balance for the site.

Included in the summarised quarterly progress report
Included in the summarised quarterly progress report
C

Audits were conducted within the time frame and all
external audits were submitted to the department.

Addendum F - Works Fresh Water Abstraction
Addendum G - Discharge to Rietspruit

3.4 (b) 2

Results of improvements in air and water quality achieved.

Addendum H - Gravel Filter Suspended Solids Removal

3.4 (b) 3

Air quality monitoring and reporting as required by Condition
3.2(g).
Discussion on groundwater treatment (volumes, pollution
stabilisation etc.)

Addendum I - Coke Production Dust Emissions
Addendum J - H2S in Coke Oven Gas
AMVP have an extensive groundwater monitoring network
that is a monitoring requirement in the WUL. The Nov 2019
external audit report was presented and the detail is
discussed in the report. The audit report was submitted to
the relevant department.
Addendum K - Quarterly Progress Report (June 2020)

3.4 (b) 4

3.4 (b) 5
3.4 (b) 6
3.4 (b) 7
3.4 (b) 8

3.4 (b) 9

Discussions on the Implementation (or not) of recommendations
as contained in the Scoping Report and Specialist Studies.
Results of ground and surface water monitoring as provided for in
the EMP.
Quantities and handling of all by-products produced (sulphur, tar
etc.),
Report on the success of the carousal system being implemented
for the collection of tar from tar decanters (first audit only), as well
as the method used to return the tar to the coke ovens. A
mechanism to collect spillages from the carousal must be
discussed, as well as the implementation of an alarm to Indicate
when the collection vessels are full.
Discussion on the implementation of and compliance with the
Preventative Maintenance Plan.
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Addendum L - Rietspruit Discharge: Conductivity
Addendum M - Raw tar to AMCC
Reported in first audit.
The tar decanters are located within a bunded area to
mitigate potential impacts from spillages. These spillages
are cleaned on a regular basis by the team dedicated for
cleaning.

Refer to 3.2 (e)
Job cards are loaded on SAP system
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3.4 (b) 10
3.4 (b) 11
3.4 (b) 12

3.4 (b) 13
3.4 (b) 14

Records of any major incidents.
Quantity of waste generated, and the classification and
management thereof.
Reporting on compliance with the provisions of this authorisation
and the environmental management plan, and steps taken to
rectify noncompliance.

No major incidents were reported.
Addendum N - Coke Breeze Production
Addendum O - ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
FOR THE OPERATION OF THE CLEANING OF COKE
OVEN GAS AND WATER PROJECT
Also refer to 3.4 (a)
Maintenance of boreholes is a continuous process due to
vandalism of boreholes located outside the fence.
Refer to 3.4 (b) 5
Refer to pre-compliance notice dated 10 May 2018 issued
by GDARD and subsequent compliance notice.
Construction was observed during the audit to recommission the Sulphur plant at a cost of R1bn.
Refer to 3.4 (b) 5

Monitoring of relevant boreholes with respect to detecting any
leaks/pollution from all facets of the COG and water cleaning.
Details of any failures in the treatment system and how these
were managed.

3.4 (b) 15

Details on the quality and quantity of any discharge (air, water
and land), and reasons for discharge, how these were managed,
and the recurrence thereof prevented.

3.5
3.5.1

DURATION OF AUTHORISATION
If the activity authorised by this letter does not commence within
6 (six) months from the date of signature of this letter, the
authorisation will lapse and the applicant will need to re-apply for
authorisation in terms of the above legislation or any
amendments thereto.

4
4.1
Amend
Sept’19

CONSEQUENCE OF NON-COMPLIANCE
The applicant must comply with the conditions set out in this
letter. Failure to comply with any of the above conditions may
result in, inter alia, the Department withdrawing the authorisation,
issuing directives to address the non-compliance – including an
order to cease the activity – as well as instituting criminal and/or
civil proceedings to enforce compliance.

C

Refer to 3.2 (a)
Construction started 10/01/2005

C

Please note that in the amendment dated September 2019
mention of prosecution may be a result in the case of a
non-compliance with a condition.
Refer to 3.3 (h)

Non-compliance with a condition of this Addendum may result in
criminal prosecution or other actions provided for in the NEMA
and the Regulations.

Esicongweni Environmental Services
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Number of Conditions
Not Applicable – N/A
Non-Compliant - NC
Compliant - C
% Compliance

Esicongweni Environmental Services

77
0
3
74
96%
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6. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Three (3) findings were made during the audit and 96% compliance was achieved.
All three (3) findings related to the Sulphur plant that was not in operation and it is the
same findings that were made during the February 2020 external audit. Refer to
report COCGW-02-2020
3.2 (g) 1
The concentrations of the various constituents of the cleaned Coke Oven Gas must
be monitored before and after combustion in the coke ovens. The results are to be
graphically represented and included in the bi-annual audit report. The H2S content of
the gas must be between 0.8 and 1.5 g/Nm3.
Comment: The latest monitoring results indicates that H2S content of the gas is
exceeding the level of 1.5 g/Nm3. The reading in 2020 was between 3.5 and 6 g/Nm3.
Refer to Addendum J. Compliance can only be achieved once the Sulphur Plant is in
operation.
3.2 (g) 4
The assumptions regarding improved air quality made with respect to this project
must be confirmed by actual ambient air quality monitoring. The improvements
achieved must be discussed in the bi-annual environmental performance audit
reports. Attention must be paid to the recommendation contained in the air quality
report to install additional PM10 and gaseous samplers within the zone of impact
directly south of the IVS site.
Comment: Ambient air quality is measured at four stations strategically placed
throughout the plant. Due to server communication faults, the data availability for
these stations is limited. Furthermore, it was reported that some equipment was faulty
and needed to be repaired/recalibrated since the last external audit. AMSA is in a
process to rectify the situation. Compliance can be achieved within 3 months.
3.2 (h)
The flaring of un-cleaned gas at the relevant flares is only permissible during planned
or unplanned shutdowns of facilities where mandatory inspections are required or
under upset conditions, respectively. The annualized rate of flaring of un-cleaned gas
must not exceed 4%. Should the allowable downtime be expected, the authority must
be notified of such with a description of the root cause and proposed rectification
measures.
Comment: The department was notified about operational challenges of the Sulphur
plant. Compliance can only be achieved once the Sulphur Plant is in operation.
The Sulphur plant was not in operation due to the operation challenges experienced
by ArcelorMittal. The challenges resulted in the shutting down of the plant. This was
communicated to GDARD in March 2012. The authorisation for the project has been
amended in September 2019 to enable re-construction and efficient operation of the
Sulphur plant. The basic design is done and the detail design is underway. AMSA
already appointed a consultant for the detail design. During the physical inspection it
was evident that construction already started.

During the physical walkabout it was evident that construction already began on the
new Sulphur plant.
Once the Sulphur plant is back in operation 100% compliance can be achieved.
It should be recognized and mentioned in this report that AMSA dedicates substantial
capital and manpower to the management of environmental matters across its facility.
A total sum of approximately R 1 billion was allocated to the gas plant restoration
project.
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Record of Decision
(GAUT 002/02-03/138)
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ADDENDUM - C
Amended RoD dated: 25 November 2009
(GAUT 006/09-10/N0049)
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ADDENDUM - D
Amended RoD dated: 02 June 2010
(GAUT 006/09-10/N0049)
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ADDENDUM - E
Amended RoD dated: 30 September 2019
(GAUT 006/19-20/E0047)
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ADDENDUM - F
Works Fresh Water Abstraction (ML/month)

A downward trend is observed if the annual water abstraction since 2005
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ADDENDUM - G
Discharge to Rietspruit (ML/month)

Discharge to Rietspruit since 2008 up to Jul 2020 (including YTD average)
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ADDENDUM - H
Gravel Filter Suspended Solids Removal

Gravel Filter Suspended Solids Removal in water (Aug – Oct 2020)
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ADDENDUM - I
Coke Production Dust Emissions

Coke Production Dust Emissions for Battery 4, 6 and 7 (8 and 9 also available)
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ADDENDUM - J
H2S in Coke Oven Gas

H2S in Coke Oven Gas for 2020
Coke Ovens not in production in Apr-May 2020 due to lockdown restrictions.
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ADDENDUM - K
Quarterly Progress Report (June 2020)
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ArcelorMittal South Africa
Vanderbijlpark Works
Cleaning of Coke Oven Gas and Water

Quarterly Progress Report (June 2020)
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A. Scheduling of implementation and time frames
1.

Cleaning of Coke Ovens gas and water
The major Milestone Dates on the project are reflected below in Table 1: Milestone
Summary.

Table 1: Milestone Summary
Item

Milestone Description

Planned Forecast Actual Date
Date

1.

All contract Award Dates

2.

Primary cooling unit
scrubbing facilities GP3

3.

Primary cooling unit
scrubbing facilities GP6

Date

04/10/29 04/10/29

Oct 04

&

06/06/28 06/07/28

July 06

&

06/07/12 06/08/30

Sept 06

4.

Chilled water station with
cooling tower

06/06/28 06/08/30

Dec 06

5.

Ammonia stills & de-acidifier

06/07/19 06/08/30

Aug 08

6.

Elementary sulphur plant

06/07/19 07/02/28

Jan 10

7.

Process control system

06/06/07 07/02/28

Jan 10

8.

Project completion

06/10/31 07/03/05

Jan 10

9.

Installation
Filter

08/12/31 08/12/31

Aug 12 (Note
1)

10.

Installation
of
ammonia
strippers and caustic dosing
facilities
Upgrade of entire gas
cleaning plant

11.

of

the

Gravel

15/12/31 Note 2
21/09/20 21/09/20

Note 1: Commissioning of Gravel Filter unit commenced on 3 September 2013.
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Note 2: CAPEX originally budgeted for 2nd phase of coal water treatment in 2016. However,
due to integrated operations, the decision was made to incorporate the ammonia strippers into
the broader by-products plant upgrade, which commenced in 2019.

Anticipated project

completion period: 2.5 years from order placement.

1.1 Status
One of the specialist recommendations transpiring from the EIA process for
the project was that plans for addressing the existing groundwater
contamination in the Coke Plant area must continue. All known active sources
from the area have been eliminated and since inception of remedial actions,
around 2007, which formed part of the original groundwater management plan,
significant progress has been made in this regard. As such, it was decided to
remodel the groundwater dynamics for the entire site to assess the success of
remedial actions undertaken in the past decade. This modelling tied in with
the greater contaminated land assessment for the Works, which prescribes
contaminated land and groundwater initiatives going forward. The first phase
of the contaminated land assessment was completed in September 2017. The
contaminated land assessment report and associated remediation plan was
submitted to the Department of Environmental Affairs on the 7 th June 2018.
Subsequent to this, the content of these documents was presented to the
Department on the 27th August 2018. A Remediation Order was issued to
ArcelorMittal Vanderbijlpark Works on the 16 th November 2018 which
encompasses groundwater remedial actions for the entire site.
The
Remediation Order will be used as the basis for groundwater remediation
initiatives at the Works.
On the 15th March 2012, the Department was informed of the progress of the
unanticipated shut-down of the Elementary Sulphur Plant, which is an integral
component of the coke oven gas cleaning facilities at the Works. The
Department has requested feedback on the progress of start-up of the Plant, in
a letter dated 3 May 2012, which will be provided once ArcelorMittal has
performed all the necessary repairs and is in a position to safely operate the
Plant. Feedback on the status of the Plant has been communicated to the
Department via external audit reports submitted on a bi-annual basis. The
compliance and enforcement section of the provincial authority requested a
meeting and site visit to discuss the status of the Plant. In the meeting held on
the 23rd November 2016, the history of Plant failures and challenges were
presented to the Department officials, together with the extensive actions
implemented over the years in an attempt to reinstate operation of the Plant. A
pre-compliance notice was also issued by the GDARD on the 10 th May 2018
concerning this issue. ArcelorMittal’s response was subsequently submitted.
Subsequently, a compliance notice was issued which acknowledges that the
Plant will be commissioned 2.5 years after order placement. The order was
placed on the 19th March 2019. The effects of the global Covid-19 epidemic
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on supply chain dynamics and consequent impact on the project schedule still
needs to be assessed. The total project value is in the region of R1 billion.
As previously reported, the Gravel Filter Plant was commissioned on 3
September 2013. Consequently, significant improvements in water quality (in
terms of suspended solids and tar particles) have been achieved. Due to
integrated operations of the gas plant infrastructure, the decision was made to
incorporate the ammonia strippers into the broader by-products plant upgrade.
As part of the upgrade to the entire gas cleaning plant, an additional gravel
filter is proposed to be installed to ensure process water meets the required
specifications prior to further treatment.
The tar sludge recycling project has been commissioned and has been rolled
out to all batteries on site.
The last bi-annual, external, environmental performance audit was conducted
in February 2020.
B. Records of major incidents
Although extended downtime of the Elementary Sulphur Plant remains a concern, no major
environmental incidents have occurred during the last quarter. Despite the Elementary
Sulphur Plant not being operational, a significant sulphur emission reduction has still been
achieved at the Works. Over the past several years, there has been a 22% reduction in total
SO2 emissions from the Works with a 74% reduction in flaring of un-cleaned gas with 2004 as
baseline.
Although problems have been experienced with operation of the Plant,
Vanderbijlpark Works remains within compliance to SO2 standards prescribed in the AEL for
sources which utilise coke oven gas as a fuel for combustion processes. National Ambient Air
Quality Standards for SO2 are also not exceeded in the Priority Area in which Vanderbijlpark
Works is located, based on the monitoring results obtained from the various stations in the
area. The graph below illustrates recent monitoring results for SO2 at an ambient monitoring
station in close proximity to the Works.
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C. Decommissioning of infrastructure
No further demolition work performed.
D. Rehabilitation and disposal of contaminated material
All equipment, tanks, vessels, and pipes that contained process liquids were flushed into the
existing By-products process. The steel scrap was recycled back into the steel making
process.
As per condition 3.2 k) the use of the maturation ponds was to cease 6 months after the
commissioning date. Although the use of the maturation ponds is directly related to the
commissioning of the Coke Oven Clean Gas and Water project, with changes to the water
balance of the Works, the maturation ponds’ usage ceased in March 2008.
The Maturation Ponds Rehabilitation Plan has been submitted to, and approved by, the
Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF). Application for environmental
authorisation to decommission the Maturation Ponds, in terms of the 2010 EIA Regulations,
was submitted to the authorities. The application was transferred from the provincial authority
to the national authority as mandated by the Waste Act, which delayed the issuing of the
authorisation. ArcelorMittal subsequently received the Waste Management Licence from DEA
for the decommissioning and remediation of the Maturation Ponds on 13 February 2012

E. Commissioning
Commissioning of the Project was completed in January 2010. Concerted
effort is being placed on actions associated with restitution and start-up of the
Elementary Sulphur Plant after extended down-time. Oversees experts were
sourced to identify the root cause of equipment failure experienced to date and
provide feasible recommendations to resume operation of the Plant. Technical
evaluations of the proposals were conducted to assess the feasibility of the
various alternatives suggested in the specialist reports. The order for
manufacturing of the relevant components of the upgrade was placed on the
19th March 2019. Commissioning of the refurbished gas plant is planned to
commence 2.5 years from this date. The effects of the global Covid-19
epidemic on supply chain dynamics and consequent impact on the project
schedule still needs to be assessed.
F. Results on the monitoring of efficiency of commissioned plants
Results submitted to authorities.

G. Monitoring of construction activities in terms of the Environmental
Management Plan (EMP)
The Environmental Management Plan (EMP) was submitted and formed part
of all the contractors’ Site Safety Management Plans. ECO audits were
conducted during the construction phase. An ECO audit, and follow-up
inspections, was conducted during commissioning of the Project. The Gravel
Filter Plant has been installed and has been commissioned. Regular
inspections were undertaken to ensure that no breach of environmental
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regulations (legislation and authorisation) occur. During the gas plant
restoration project, regular ECO inspections will be conducted to ensure
potential environmental impacts are mitigated.

H. Steps taken to rectify areas of non-compliance with environmental
requirements
Regular RoD audits are scheduled to ensure outstanding issues are resolved and potential
future non-compliances are avoided.
Shut-down of the sulphur plant is receiving all the necessary attention. Getting the Elementary
Sulphur Plant operational remains a level 1 priority. In excess of R20 million, over and above
the initial investment of around R330 million, has been spent in an attempt to get the Sulphur
Plant operational again. Significant CAPEX has recently been sourced to refurbish the gas
cleaning plant.
Due to the complexity of the gas cleaning process, oversees experts in process engineering
were recruited to identify shortcomings and recommend corrective actions for re-operation of
the Sulphur Plant.

I. Feedback on implementation of specialist recommendations
RECOMMENDATION FROM SPECIALIST
FEEDBACK
STUDIES
Process
Balancing tanks to be installed prior to battery
Upgraded 4 x 1000 m3 settling tanks prior to
process water treatment facilities
battery process water treatment. This will give
sufficient buffer capacity to balance any process
upsets in front of the treatment process –
Completed
Monitor concentrations of cleaned COG and
Results reported in the first bi-annual report.
report.
Monitor ambient levels of NH3, H2S and benzene, Results reported in the first bi-annual report.
and take appropriate actions (as described in
EIR) if found to be significant.
The effluent stream sent to the Blast Furnaces
Investigation completed.
should not be heated to the point where the NH3
is stripped and released to atmosphere.
All tar sludge should be returned to the coke
The tar sludge recycling project has been
ovens with the coal charge, using mechanical
commissioned to address this point.
means and not by hand.
All solid waste should be classified according to
Implementation completed.
the Minimum Requirements and disposed of
accordingly. Records should be maintained of all
waste sent offsite.
Scheduled preventative maintenance plan on all
PMP implemented for all environmentally critical
water systems to ensure segregation of process
equipment.
water, rainwater and indirect cooling water
streams.
Groundwater
The feasibility of abstracting contaminated
All known active sources from the area have
groundwater from the aquifer underlying the site,
been eliminated and since inception of remedial
as a source of water supply to the process should actions, around 2007, which formed part of the
be investigated.
original
groundwater
management
plan,
significant progress has been made in this
regard. As such, it was decided to remodel the
groundwater dynamics for the entire site to
assess the success of remedial actions
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RECOMMENDATION FROM SPECIALIST
STUDIES

The option of development of drains in the form
of trenches to abstract the contaminated
groundwater from the shallow perched aquifer
system as part of the foundation design and
groundwater containment/remediation options
should be investigated.
The water in the cooling tower sumps should be
sampled and analysed to determine the quality.
The existing monitoring boreholes should be
properly capped to prevent contamination from
surface soils and dust with samples that are
taken in the boreholes.

The construction of the monitoring boreholes
should be reviewed to confirm whether the
borehole construction material influences the
values for iron and manganese in the
groundwater in the Coke Ovens area.
The resident groundwater pollution should be
managed.

FEEDBACK
undertaken in the past decade. This modelling
tied in with the greater contaminated land
assessment for the Works, which prescribes
contaminated land and groundwater initiatives
going forward.
The contaminated land
assessment report and associated remediation
plan was submitted to the Department of
Environmental Affairs on the 7th June 2018.
Subsequent to this, the content of these
documents was presented to the Department on
th
the 27 August 2018. A Remediation Order was
issued to ArcelorMittal Vanderbijlpark Works on
th
the 16 November 2018 which encompasses
groundwater remedial actions for the entire site.
Same as above.

Done – results available
Upgrade of monitoring borehole network
completed in 2010. Supplementary monitoring
boreholes have been equipped with caps.
Damaged boreholes throughout the site have
been repaired to reinstate monitoring from these
particular boreholes.
Completed.
Golder Associates Africa (Pty) Ltd conducted a
study to assess the monitoring network.

All known active sources from the area have
been eliminated and since inception of remedial
actions, around 2007, which formed part of the
original groundwater management plan,
significant progress has been made in this
regard. As such, it was decided to remodel the
groundwater dynamics for the entire site to
assess the success of remedial actions
undertaken in the past decade. This modelling
tied in with the greater contaminated land
assessment for the Works, which prescribes
contaminated land and groundwater initiatives
going forward. The contaminated land
assessment report and associated remediation
plan was submitted to the Department of
th
Environmental Affairs on the 7 June 2018.
Subsequent to this, the content of these
documents was presented to the Department on
the 27th August 2018. A Remediation Order was
issued to ArcelorMittal Vanderbijlpark Works on
the 16th November 2018 which encompasses
groundwater remedial actions for the entire site.
Remodelling conducted in 2018.

A numerical groundwater flow and contaminant
transport model should be developed.
Surface water
The mitigating measures for the construction and Noted.
operational phase, as proposed in the document,
should be made binding on ArcelorMittal South
Africa Vanderbijlpark Works, its employees and
external contractors.
A detailed Environmental Management Plan
EMP submitted to GDACE. EMP updated as per
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RECOMMENDATION FROM SPECIALIST
STUDIES
covering inter alia surface water management
should be drafted and made binding on
ArcelorMittal South Africa Vanderbijlpark Works.

FEEDBACK
Air Quality Monitoring Plan recommendations
and submitted to authorities for approval. EMP
has been submitted on numerous occasions in
the past for approval. However, to date, no
correspondence has been received from
authorities. The EMP was re-submitted once
again in March 2012, as per recommendation in
January 2012 external audit report, for approval.
No feedback has been received, thus assuming
the EMP has been approved (as stated in March
letter). GDARD did however acknowledge
receipt of the EMP on 23 April 2012.
As per recommendation from the July 2015
external audit report, the EMP was aligned with
the requirements stipulated in the relevant EIA
regulations (4 Dec 2014).
Monitoring programme will continue as per the
Water Use Licence.

The existing Coke and Gas Cleaning Plant
surface water-monitoring programme should
continue.
The process and products associated with the
Surplus water is to be re-used in the coke
recycling of surplus water from the Coking Plant
making process. Should the need arise to direct
to the Blast Furnace need to be further
surplus water to the Blast Furnaces, these items
investigated, in order to determine any potential
will be investigated.
negative impacts.
Air Quality
Install an additional PM10 and gaseous sampler
Completed. Two ambient air monitoring stations
(SO2, NOx and H2S) within the zone of impact
were installed south and south-east of
directly south of the MSVS site to monitor the
ArcelorMittal Vanderbijlpark Works during 2004.
impact on the surrounding communities.
The third monitoring station at the northern
boundary of the site was installed in 2007.
The monitoring of H2S should act as a
Results reported in the first bi-annual report.
performance indicator to monitor the reductions
in ambient H2S concentrations.
It must be noted that it is expected to have a
reduction of SO2 rather than H2S. This is
because the H2S contained in the gas used as a
fuel at the Works will be transformed to SO 2
emissions when burned.
The emission rates of the most significant
Results reported in the first bi-annual report.
pollutants need to be measured.
Recommendations from Air Quality Monitoring Plan
Monitoring of fugitive emissions from Batteries
Investigate training accreditation subsequent to
i.t.o. EPA Method 303. Accreditation of in-house
finalization of DEA’s emission monitoring
training to be investigated subsequent to the
accreditation scheme.
Department of Environmental Affair’s (DEA’s)
finalization of an emission monitoring
accreditation scheme.
Measurement of volatiles in accordance with
Occupational Hygiene Department to ensure that
OHS Act to continue.
these measurements are conducted.
Measurement of H2S before and after gas
Currently conducted on an ad-hoc basis due to
cleaning to be conducted on a quarterly basis to
the sulphur plant being on shut-down. Regular
verify conformance to RoD Condition 3.2(g).
monitoring has been arranged when Plant is
operational.
Weekly analysis of quench water quality for
Adequate composite of baseline results available
comparison with [potential] future Minimum
– sampling to be reinstated as and when need
Emission Standards
arises.
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J. RoD compliance table summary
RoD
Cond. #
3.2 (a)
(b)

Requirement
Updated project schedule with
time-frames 30 calendar days
prior to construction begins
Inform about start of construction
and commissioning

Status

Comply

Completed

X

Completed

X

(c)

Environmental Management Plan

Completed

X

(d)

Hazop study

Completed

X

(e)

(f)

Preventative Maintenance Plan

Final design plans for new and
upgraded containment areas

Completed

Completed

Partial

Noncompliance

Comments

Action Plan

Operational EMP submitted
to authorities once again in
March 2012 for approval. No
feedback received, hence
assuming approval as stated
in cover letter. GDARD did
however acknowledge
receipt of the EMP on 23
April 2012.
Amendment Application
concerning external
verification of PMP, dated 29
July 2009, was submitted on
7 Aug 2009.
Design plans re-submitted to
DWA for approval.

X

X

(g)

Air quality management,
monitoring and reporting

Completed

X

(h)

Flaring of un-cleaned gas at
relevant flares

Completed

X

H2S content in coke oven
gas currently exceeds the
prescribed standard of 1.5
3
g/m , due to shutdown of the
sulphur plant.
Sulphur Plant shutdown
extended due to issues
mentioned above.

Condition amended.
Compliance now possible .

Design drawings for
containment infrastructure
associated with the gas
plant restoration project will
be submitted to DWS for
approval.
Refurbishment and start-up
of Sulphur Plant along with
other components in the
gas cleaning plant.
Refurbishment and start-up
of Sulphur Plant along with
other components in the
gas cleaning plant.

RoD
Cond. #

Requirement

Status

Comply

(i)

Records of incidents

Ongoing

X

(j)

Inform about major incidents

Ongoing

X

(k)

Use of maturation dams to cease
6 months after commissioning

Completed ahead
of schedule.

X

(l)

Groundwater contamination plans

Continuing

X
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Partial

Noncompliance

Comments
Incidents are registered in
the Work’s internal reporting
system and/or noted in ECO
reports/incident register
No major or emergency
incidents to date.
Application for
Environmental Authorisation
for decommissioning and
remediation of dams
submitted. Waste
Management License for
decommissioning and
remediation of dams
received on 13 Feb 2012.
All known active sources
from the area have been
eliminated and since
inception of remedial
actions, around 2007, which
formed part of the original
groundwater management
plan, significant progress
has been made in this
regard. As such, it was
decided to remodel the
groundwater dynamics for
the entire site to assess the
success of remedial actions
undertaken in the past
decade. This modelling tied
in with the greater
contaminated land
assessment for the Works,
which prescribes
contaminated land and
groundwater initiatives going
forward. The contaminated

Action Plan

RoD
Cond. #

Requirement

Recommendations from specialist
studies
Independent Environmental
(n)
Control Officer during
construction and commissioning
Reporting requirements
3.4 (a)
Quarterly Progress Report
Bi-annual Environmental
(b)
Performance Audit
(m)
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Status

Comply

X

Partial

Noncompliance

Comments
land assessment report and
associated remediation plan
was submitted to the
Department of
Environmental Affairs on the
7th June 2018. Subsequent
to this, the content of these
documents was presented to
the Department on the 27th
August 2018. A
Remediation Order was
issued to ArcelorMittal
Vanderbijlpark Works on the
16th November 2018 which
encompasses groundwater
remedial actions for the
entire site.
See table above.
ECO appointed.

X

X
X

Action Plan

K. CONCLUSIONS
Quarterly progress reporting will continue in terms of Condition 3.4(a). However, as per
letter from the authority, dated 8 February 2010, these progress reports are only
required to be submitted upon request by GDARD. The first external audit report was
submitted in July 2010, with subsequent reports submitted bi-annually.

---END---

ADDENDUM - L
Rietspruit Discharge: Conductivity

Rietspruit Discharge: Conductivity, (µS/cm) for 2020
SANS: 2015 Cond Spec = 1700uS/cm
WUL: Cond Spec = 700uS/cm
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ADDENDUM - M
Raw tar to AMCC

Raw Tar to ArcelorMittal coke and chemicals for 2020
All raw tar is recycled via the AMCC.
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ADDENDUM - N
Coke Breeze Production

Coke Breeze production VS coke Breeze Re-Used for 2020.
All breeze is re-used via the coke ovens.
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ADDENDUM – O
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR
THE OPERATION OF THE CLEANING OF COKE
OVEN GAS AND WATER PROJECT
(Updated: August 2015)
The Impact Management table is available as part of the plan.

Coke Oven Gas Collecting Mains
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ARCELORMITTAL SOUTH AFRICA
VANDERBIJLPARK WORKS
COKE PLANT
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR THE OPERATION OF THE
CLEANING OF COKE OVEN GAS AND WATER PROJECT

OBJECTIVE
ArcelorMittal South Africa Vanderbijlpark Works seeks to ensure that all activities on site are conducted in a
manner that will ensure environmental protection. In cases where past practices resulted in the deterioration of the
environment, measures will be taken to prevent further pollution and to rehabilitate, as far as practicably possible,
areas that have been contaminated.
This commitment towards environmental responsibility is shown in that ArcelorMittal South Africa Vanderbijlpark
Work’s employees are constantly being trained in specific environmental aspects relating to the activities conducted
on the Plant. On a regular basis, the contents of the EMP will be communicated to relevant employees as part of
toolbox talks to raise awareness and educate employees / contractors of the environmental risks associated with their
work.

An Environmental Representative will be appointed and will be responsible for monitoring all
aspects of the EMP. Deviations from the EMP will be noted in writing (in the incident
management system) and reported to the relevant Maintenance and Operation Managers as soon
as possible. Any major incidents will be reported to the Environmental Management
Department for further intervention and reporting to the authorities where applicable.
Compliance to the EMP will also be audited on a bi-annual basis as part of the independent
environmental performance audit, with the resultant report submitted to the relevant authority for
perusal.
ENVIRONMENTAL RISK ANALYSIS
The following hazards and risks associated with operation activities have been identified. Priority Risks
will be controlled through planning, design, investment, management and work place procedures.

COMPILATION OF EMP
During the EIA phase of the project which commenced in 2003, an EMP was developed by Strategic
Environmental Focus (Pty) Ltd, the EAP appointed to conduct the EIA process. At the time, Strategic
Environmental Focus had conducted numerous EIA processes prior to this project and were thus skilled
in the practice of compiling EMP’s.

As certain operation phase elements of the project were lacking in the original EMP, an operational phase
EMP was compiled in October 2008 by ArcelorMittal following the same principles and objectives
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established in the original EMP. This document was submitted to authorities in the following month.
Subsequent to this submission, the EMP was scrutinised on a bi-annual basis as part of the external
environmental performance audits conducted in accordance with the RoD. On a number of occasions,
the EMP’s impact management actions were amended to improve on the EMP’s performance, as per
independent auditors’ recommendations.

The latest version of the EMP has been aligned with the EIA Regulations promulgated on 4 December
2014, as proposed in the July 2015 external audit report.

ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY OF SITE
The footprint of the entire ArcelorMittal Vanderbijlpark facility is located within an area zoned as “Industrial
2” and is considered a brown field. As such, no sensitive fauna or flora are found on site.

AERIAL PHOTO OF SITE
The photo below is indicative of the fact that the project falls within the confines of Coke Production at
ArcelorMittal Vanderbijlpark Works, characterised by coke batteries, gas cleaning facilities and ancillary
infrastructure. The photo also indicates the roads which service the Plant and general surface cover of
the area, including bund facilities which border the gas plants.
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